ORTUS APEX
DELIVER A CONSISTENT AND ENGAGED
C-LEVEL PIPELINE FOR YOUR SALES TEAM

Ortus Apex is an appointment setting marketing solution from The
Ortus Club
It utilises the power of the Ortus guesting service, bridging the gap
between you and your prospects

our clients
We focus on bespoke lead generation.
This means we can work with clients from
any sector and anywhere in the world.

the challenge

our solution

Traditional
outreach
can
be
considered
unsophisticated, and C-level executives are known
to disregard appointment-setting communications
on principle. Sales representatives also often have
to pose as others to generate real traction, which
can result in legal and branding complications.

It is easier to get a response when inviting a
prospect to a high-level, exclusive event than to a
sales meeting, even if it is a decline.
Ortus Apex is a smoother, more comfortable, and
less ‘spammy’ approach that drives real results.

the process
Step 1. - You provide a detailed brief of your target
audience as well as any core messaging you would
like to align yourself with.

Step 2. - Ortus will curate a virtual event or content
piece to engage target prospects. The virtual
event/content piece creates open communication
and dialogue with target prospects.

Step 3. - Utlizing the open communication with
prospects, Ortus will secure 1-2-1 virtual meetings
with your target prospects.
We will secure the virtual meeting in both the prospect
and the sale representatives calendar.

the deliverables
●

●

●

Dedicated team of appointment setters. An
average client will have a team of 2 to 4
appointment setters working on their account
full time.
A agreed minimum of qualiﬁed sales
appointments generated each month. Less
than the minimum number of agreed sales
appointments will entitle you to cancel the
agreement. Typically this is between 5 and 15
appointments per month depending on the
target.
Dedicated client director who is available for a
weekly meeting to align goals and team’s eﬀort

requirements
●

Target Brief, ideally this would also consist
of a target list of accounts you wish to focus
on

●

Any messaging or topic themes you would
like to align yourself with

●

Qualiﬁcation criteria of target prospects

●

Calendly link, or similar, of all the sales
representatives who are expected to take
the appointments set

pricing
Monthly Fee (2022)

Price (USD)

Pilot (1 month)

10,000

3

8,000

6

7,,000

12

5,,000

Payment Terms: paid monthly, 30 days from invoicing
Prices are per appointment setting team. A team consists of 2 full
appointment setters plus a client director
Agreement subject to cancellation if minimum number of qualiﬁed
appointment are not met

1. conﬁrm target brief
details
This could be a list of target accounts of a
detailed description of what a sales qualiﬁed
lead means for you.

next
steps

2. agree on package +
min. number of
meetings set
Based on the package and target brief, we
will mutually agree on a minimum number of
meetings set

3. kick-oﬀ
If the project is feasible and you have the
necessary approval, we will set up a meeting
to kick oﬀ the process where we discuss
speciﬁcs.

We look forward to
working with you!
www.ortusclub.com

